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By studying lattice models with supersymmetry we find a system where the Bethe

ansatz collapses: the energy levels are those of free fermions.

However, the model is not free: the very strong ferromagnetic interactions give

Cooper pairs and exclusion statistics.
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N = 2 space-time supersymmetry:

There are two conserved fermionic charges Q and Q† obeying

(Q)2 = (Q†)2 = 0. The Hamiltonian is

H = {Q, Q†}

Q increases fermion number by one, Q† decreases it.

All one needs to do is find a Q which squares to zero to create a supersymmetric

lattice model.
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This supersymmetry has many deep consequences.

• The energy E is always positive.

• An E = 0 ground state is annihilated by both Q and Q†.

• All other states form boson-fermion doublets under the supersymmetry.

• A lower bound on the number of ground states (the Witten index) often can be

computed exactly.

• The actual ground state(s) and their fermion number(s) can be understood by

more complicated cohomology techniques.
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An simple-to-describe supersymmetric model with very intricate behavior exists

on any lattice or graph in any dimension.

This involves “hard-core” fermions, forbidden to be on adjacent sites. Precisely,

take

Q =
∑

i

P<i>c†i

where P<i> = 0 if any site adjacent to i is occupied.

The resulting Hamiltonian is

H =
∑

i

∑

j next to i

P<i>c†i cjP<j> +
∑

i

P<i>.
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Discussing this model in depth is another talk, but here’s a commercial:

In 1+1d, it is closely related to the XXZ spin chain at ∆ = −1/2 (the

antiferrogmanetic regime.)

In fact, with appropriate open boundary conditions, this XXZ chain has a funny

form of supersymmetry. Its Hamiltonian is formed as above, but Q is non-local,

and increases the number of sites by one!
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This supersymmetric model is very special (even beyond the fact that it is

integrable).

The excitations over the ground state have fractional charge±1/2.

Like the XXZ chain at ∆ = −1/2, the coefficients of the states in the

ground-state wavefunctions are all integers. Stroganov; de Gier, Batchelor, Nienhuis

and Mitra; Beccaria and De Angelis
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The continuum limit of the theory is the simplestN = (2, 2) supersymmetric

conformal field theory. This has c = 1 and is equivalent to a free boson with

radius
√

3/2. What is new is that we have a lattice regularization where the

supersymmetry is manifest.

By relaxing the hard-core condition and allowing k fermions to be adjacent to

each other in 1+1 dimensions, we can get the kth minimal model.

One can get non-Lorentz-invariant (e.g. ferromagnetic) theories as well. We have

shown there is a hidden supersymmetry in the ferromagnetic t− J model (the

SL(2|1)-invariant spin chain).
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These examples illustrate how this form of lattice supersymmetry has some very

striking (and sometimes unusual) consequences.

In the previous example, the bare degrees of freedom were bosons and fermions:

empty and occupied sites. The supersymmetry operator Q creates fermions; Q†

annihilates them. The excitations over the ground state have fractional charge.
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For the rest of the talk, I’ll focus on another striking example in 1+1 dimensions.

Here the bare excitations have fractional charge±1/2.

The resulting spectrum and symmetry structure are quite remarkable, and it

illustrates both the power and the depth of supersymmetry and the Bethe ansatz.
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The supersymmetry generator Q here creates a charge 1/2 particle while

simultaneously annihilating a charge−1/2 one. Q† does the reverse.

The simplest way to implement this and to get a non-trivial Hamiltonian is to have

two chains: one with charge 1/2 particles, and the other with charge−1/2.

Couple them in a zig-zag fashion:

where the red circles represent particles with charge f2j = 1/2, the blue charge

f2j−1 = −1/2.
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Schematically, Q acts as

+

However, to make Q2 = 0, need to attach a “tail” to Q:

Q =
L∑

j=1

c2j−1

(
eiπ

P2j−2
k=1 fkc†2j−2 + eiπ

P2j
k=1 fkc†2j

)

where c†2j−1 creates a charge 1/2 particle, c†2j creates a charge−1/2 one.
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The tails cancel in H = {Q,Q†} = Hf + Hi. The “free” part is simply

Hf = 2N +
2L−1∑

j=2

[
c†j+1cj−1 + c†j−1cj+1

]
+ Hb .

for N particles. Particles hop along each chain, but do not hop between chains

(fermion number is conserved).

The boundary magnetic field is

Hb = −n1 − n2L .

where nj = c†jcj is 1 if the site j is occupied, 0 if not.
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The interacting part is

Hi = −
2L−1∑

j=2

[
(1− i)c†j+1njcj−1 + (1 + i)c†j−1njcj+1

]
− 2

2L−1∑

j=1

njnj+1 .

The particles only interact with nearest neighbors on the other chain.

There is an attractive (ferromagnetic) potential. Moreover, when a particle hops by

one on the other chain, it picks up a phase±i:

−ii

One can think of this as arising from flux tubes attached to the particles, like

anyons in two dimensions.
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If you’d rather, you can think of this as a spin chain where filled sites are spin up

and empty are spin down.

Then we have a ferromagnet. By doing a particle-hole transformation on one

chain, you have SzSz interactions between nearest neighbors, S+S− for

next-nearest, and a funny three-spin interaction.
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This is a strongly interacting problem, and so requires non-perturbative methods

to understand.

It can be treated by the Bethe ansatz. Since there are two species of particles,

the Bethe equations are nested.

This ends up giving a complicated set of equations for the momenta, involving

pseudoparticles sometimes called “magnons”. However, in this special

supersymmetric model, the equations collapse: the momenta are those of free

particles!
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For N identical fermions on a chain, we label the momenta pa, a = 1 . . . N . We

need to antisymmetrize over the momenta, so the wavefunction is of the form

ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN ) =
∑

P

(−1)|P |
f∏

a=1

sin(pPaxa) .

where the sum P is over all permuations of the momenta.

Imposing the boundary magnetic field at the ends requires that the momenta obey

eipa(2L+1)/2 = 1

Thus pa = maπ/(2L + 1) for integer ma, and the energy is

E =
N∑

a=1

4 cos2(pa) .
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When there are interactions among different species of particles, one must keep

track of which particles are which species.

When the dust settles, the momenta pa obey an equation which schematically is

eipa2L
∏

b6=a

R(pa, pb) = 1

Ra is the (bare) two-particle scattering matrix. In our case, it is 4× 4, because

there are two species of particles.

Think of this as moving a particle around the world.

To find the momenta pa, one needs to first do another Bethe ansatz to

“diagonalize” the Ra. This is the nesting.
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Here, we have open boundary conditions, so it looks even worse:

eipaL


∏

b6=a

R(pa, pb)


K(pa)


∏

b6=a

R(−pa, pb)


K(−pa) = 1

where K(p) is the (bare) boundary scattering matrix.

Think of this as bringing a particle of momentum pa to the right, scattering

through the other particles, bouncing it off the wall (reversing its momenta to

−pa), bringing it through the particles again, bouncing it off the other wall, and

then returning it to its original position.
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This looks even worse. But here, a miracle happens:

K(pa)R(−pa, pb)K(−pa) ∝ (R(pa, pb))
−1

and K(p)K(−p) = 1. Thus going to the left undoes the effect of going to the

right!

One is simply left with

eipa(2L+1)/2 = 1

just like for free particles. The energy is simply

E =
N∑

a=1

cos2(pa)

like before.
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But this model is not free, and not even close: the particles are strongly

interacting.

Requiring that the momenta be those of free particles does not make them free:

the degeneracies are not the same.

Here supersymmetry gives a useful insight. The Witten index is a lower bound on

the number of E = 0 ground states. It’s easy to compute here, but gives a

surprise:

W = 2L

for L sites on each chain! There are lots of states with E = 0.
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These E = 0 states are Cooper pairs, which occur because of the attractive

interactions.

These aren’t obvious in the Bethe ansatz, and do not satisfy the free-particle

momentum quantization condition.

Instead they arise as “0/0” solutions or exact string solutions of the Bethe

equations. These occur when two (not real) momenta are related by

cos2(pa) = − cos2(pb)

Each such pair has zero energy.
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But that’s not all...

There are enormous degeneracies at each energy level.

Some are due to having Cooper pairs, but not all. Say there are N1 particles on

the lower chain, and N2 particles on the upper. The degeneracy of each energy

level is

dE =
(

N1 + N2 − 2C

N1 − C

)(
L−N1 −N2 + 2C

C

)

where C is some integer 1 . . . min(N1, N2).

It is natural to interpret C as the number of Cooper pairs, so that the second piece

corresponds to the number of ways of forming them. So what’s with the rest?
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First consider the free case, where the particles on the different chains don’t

interact. Since each site can be empty or occupied, there are 22L states.

Then you can label each state by N1 different momenta

p
(1)
1 , p

(1)
2 , . . . , p

(1)
N1

and N2 different momenta

p
(2)
1 , p

(2)
2 , . . . , p

(2)
N2

Since the chains don’t interact, particles on different chains can have the same

momenta, i.e. it is possible for p
(1)
a = p

(2)
b .
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Thus in the case of decoupled chains H = Hf the rules are then

1. p
(i)
a = mπ/(2L + 1) for some integer m = 1, 2, . . . L.

2. Momenta on the same chain must be different: p
(i)
a 6= p

(i)
b for a 6= b

3. Momenta on different chains can be the same.

It is easy to check that these rules give precisely 22L states.
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In the interacting case H = Hf + Hi we’ve seen that Cooper pairs don’t satisfy

the free-particle momentum quantization condition p = mπ/(2L + 1).

Not only are there 2L states with E = 0, but one can include Cooper pairs along

with particles which do satisfy p = mπ/(2L + 1).

So the rules for decoupled chains can’t apply: there are still 22L states in the

decoupled case. There must be missing states to compensate for the Cooper

pairs.
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The answer is simple, but has an interesting interpretation. Momenta must either

be part of a Cooper pair:

cos2(pa) = − cos2(pb)

or satisfy

pa =
maπ

2L + 1
for ma = 1, . . . L, and a = 1, . . . N1 + N2. The momenta must all be

different: ma 6= mb for a 6= b.

Particle numbers N1 and N2 on the two chains are still conserved independently

in the interacting case. Nevertheless, only one particle can have a given

momentum pa.
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The way to account for this and for the degeneracies is to have two species of

exclusons.

There are C Cooper pairs. Since a Cooper pair is comprised of a particle from

each chain, this leaves N1 + N2 − 2C particles unpaired. The degeneracies

are explained by noting that there are

• e1 = N1 − C exclusons of type 1

• e2 = N2 − C exclusons of type 2

Each of these must have free-particle momentum pa = maπ/(2L + 1).
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The degeneracy can now be rewritten as

dE =
(

e1 + e2

e1

)(
L− e1 − e2

C

)

The first piece is the number of ways of assigning e1 + e2 momenta (i.e. all the

momenta not part of a Cooper pair) into two types, the two species of exclusons.

The second arises from the Cooper pairs.

The only way the two different species of exclusons interact is that if one kind of

particle has momentum pa, it excludes the other from the same level.

Haldane dubbed such behavior exclusion statistics: it is really the only kind of

statistics possible in 1 + 1 dimensions.
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Since there are enormous degeneracies, there must be a hidden symmetry, much

larger than supersymmetry. The Haldane-Shastry chain (a spin chain with 1/r2

interactions) has exclusons and a non-local symmetry algebra called the Yangian.

The extended symmetry in the excluson/Cooper pair basis is obvious: it

annihilates and creates Cooper pairs, and it changes type of exclusons.

In the original particle basis it is not so obvious. The first non-trivial generator is

Q+
1 =

L−1∑

k=0

e−i
P2k

i=1 fkπ


 ∑

j=1,3,...,2N−2k−1

(−1)(j−1)/2eiβ2k,jπ/2c†2k+1+j


 c2k+1

where

β2k,j ≡ 2(n2k+2+n2k+4+. . .+n2k+j−1)−(n2k+3+n2k+5+. . .+n2k+j) .
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Conclusions and Questions

• Supersymmetry causes some amazing things to happen.

• The Bethe ansatz still holds some mysteries.

• What is this supersymmetric version of the Yangian? Is there a symmetry

algebra which generates the spectrum?

• There must be other systems where the Bethe ansatz collapses!
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